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CHEAP INSURANCE: A lengthening covid crisis has boosted vaccine stocks. A third infection
wave, the need for booster shots, and new vaccines coming with 85% the world not fully
vaccinated, has driven a rethink of their investment case. A short, one-off vaccine revenue
surge is now lengthening and growing, whilst these big cash flows are funding new drugs
and/or boosting shareholder dividends. Vaccine biotech shares have hugely outperformed,
but still have well below market valuations. Big pharma vaccine stocks have lagged the
market, and are cheap. Portfolio insurance against a virus worst-case is still selling cheap.

VACCINES: Pfizer (PFE)/BioNTech (BNTX), AstraZeneca (AZN.L), and China’ SinoVac vaccines
dominate the 21 in use, followed by Moderna, Johnson & Johnson, Sputnik, Sinopharm, and
CanSino. Another 16 are in stage 3 trials, including from Novavax, Sanofi/Glaxo, CureVac,
and Inovio. mRNA vaccine pure-plays BioNTech and Moderna are set to see $20 billion
revenues this year vs under $1 billion last, making them among the world’s 20 largest
pharma companies. Covid vaccines are also increasingly relevant for big pharma; set to be
41% of Pfizer revenues this year, and 11% at AstraZeneca (which is selling at cost for now).

OUR BASKETS: We split the @Vaccine-Med portfolio to build baskets of 15 vaccine biotechs
(VACC) and 6 ‘big pharma’ vaccine stocks (PHARM). This shows biotechs have massively
outperformed. They are forecast to see $47 billion sales, and profits jumping eightfold. This
takes their P/E valuation to 16x, well under S&P 500 21x. By contrast big pharma has lagged
even the S&P 500, despite rising vaccine revenues, and already cheap valuations (14.5x).

TODAY: IEA and OPEC monthly oil market updates a day after US calls for more production,
to lower prices. We see prices well-supported by stronger demand and limited supply.
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